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Quote of the week

“You can’t use up
creativity. The more you
use, the more you have.”
MAYA
ANGELOU
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The Hot Gossip
When you hear juicy news, your first instinct is to tell somebody. But
maybe that’s not such a great idea. Let’s play a game called telephone.
Well not play it, talk about it. When you’re playing telephone you’re in
a big line and you get told something that you have to tell somebody
else. And sometimes the words get scrambled up. If you’re Gossiping,
it’s basically like playing a big game of telephone. Do you get told
something and you feel like you need to tell somebody else. But the
words get scrambled on the way. And then you have this big old rumor
that you never wanted to end up with. For example, if you have a
friend that tells you They’re doing something in secret, and you decide
to tell your other friend but your friend misinterprets that and it turns
out that the rumor is they’re doing something bad. But they’re not
doing something bad they’re just doing some thing that They don’t
want anybody else to know about. The consequences of telling
someone something you know you shouldn’t are huge. For instance
your friend could lose your trust, or the rumor could turn out to be
centered around you, or even worse. Next time you hear it, end the
game of telephone.

Story by Olivia Lee
Anything you want to bring up? Contact orlee26@troyschools.org

Sports Page
Text and Photo Editing by
Joaquim Fioravanti

Baylor is March Madness Champion
On Monday April 5th, we saw Baylor University beat
Gonzaga University 86-70, this was Baylor’s First
March Madness title, congrats to all the players and
staff for winning it. Michigan University came up
short of the Final 4, losing 51-49, now, let’s go
watch the NBA, or if you don’t like watching older
players, wait until next year’s March Madness.

2021 NFL Mock Draft
Next Thursday we will see the 2021 NFL Draft,
so I made a little mock draft, Enjoy!

New Local Sports

Ideas and Tips are accepted! Contact Joaquim Fioravanti for
them, they might just make the paper!
Email: Jofioravanti26@troyschools.org
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Today's Topic

Hmmm tough
choice

CAT V.S DOG
brought to you by shelters in Troy

ODD PET OF THE WEEK
Wallaby

The timeless battle between cats versus dogs. What makes you a dog person?
What makes you cat person? Or are you bi petual, meaning you are both a cat
and a dog person. Cat people are more independent than dog people. Studies
actually show that cats are more independent than dogs. You can see that for
yourself in the way cats hide and are less interactive with humans. On the
other hand though, dog owners are more obedient and rule following than cat
owners, just as pups are more eager to obey than than kitties. Have you ever
tried to train your cat or teach them tricks? It's not easy. Dogs, as we all know,
are so much easier to train and teach. Dog people are also much more
outgoing and social than cat people. Your puppy greets you at the door and is
ready for a walk. Much like their pet, dog owners enjoy socializing. You cat is
unlikely to meet you at the door. Instead, they will sleep and lounge around.
Typical cat owners would rather sit at home and read a book or binge watch a
few movies than go out to the mall and hang out with friends. Now, here's
something interesting, cat and dog people like different types of humor. Cat
people enjoy sarcastic and sophisticated jokes, while dog people like videos of
people hurting themselves and gross or odd humor. Finally, dog people are
looking for companionship so they get a dog and cat people are looking for
affection so they get a cat. Many people out there have both a cat and a dog,
love both, and the cat and the dog get along pretty well. So all and all both
pets are pretty great!

Sometimes called mini
kangaroos these
wallabies are extremely
cute but when getting
one of these adorable
pets make sure you
have a lot of space for it
to roam.

5 Tips and tricks to
Stress Less
Have anything you need tips on? Contact ARBurch26@troyschools.org
Let’s be honest, being a middle schooler is stressful. The tests, homework, group projects, and trying to fit in is a
lot. Having to deal with this often causes lots of stress. Today I am going to give 5 Tips and Tricks on how to stress
less. No matter what your stressed out about, these tips should help you out. Remember, if some tips don’t end
up helping you, you can always try another one!

#1 Deep Breaths
Taking deep breaths or doing yoga will always relax you. It like telling your brain to slow
down, and take a second to rest. The good thing about this tip is that you can do it
anywhere. Yes, I mean anywhere. If you are taking a math test and you’re nervous then take
a few deep breaths, and keep going. Even though this might not seem that affective I can tell
you it is. The next time you are stressed out take those deep breaths (in through your nose,
out through you mouth) and you will feel so much better.
#2 Do Something You Enjoy
When you are stressed, take 5 to 15 minutes to do something you like. This could be your
favorite sport, one of the crafts you have been wanting to do, or even reading a book. Even
though this tip is hard to do during a test, (I don’t want your teachers getting mad at you for
playing soccer while other are taking a math test) you can try this tip while you are doing
homework, or maybe on your breaks.
#3 Write/Read
Reading or writing will help with your stress a lot! Doing these activities will allow you mind to
think of something else other than the thing you are stressing out about. Try writing about
what’s stressing you out, and you may find a way to deal with all of the stress
#4 Give Your Pet A Hug
Now, this may sound odd, but it really works. Giving or dog, or even your hamster a hug will
lower Cortisol, a stress related hormone and can lower blood pressure. They also can
reduce loneliness, increase feelings of social support, and boost your mood. Are you
reevaluating giving your pet a hug now?
#5 Join The Peer Positivity Schoology Group
The Peer Positivity Group was created to help kids at Larson feel better and feel less
stressed. Now, you may be thinking that this group is super weird or boring, but that’s not
the case. This group is student lead and always open for suggestions. Feel free to join using
the group code [FP53-DP94-J9NXW]. Everyone is always welcome!

THE REBEL REVIEW
Delivering Larson to it's next great reads.

SEARCHING FOR YOUR NEXT GREAT
READ

REBELS
RECOMMENDED

Article by Magdalena Ianev, 7th Grade

City of Bones, Keeper of the

Reading any book is a commitment, one that some people aren't particularly fond
of. That's why it's so important to find a book you're interested in, instead of
reading because your English teacher is going after you about it. Now, I get the
impulse to dig your heels in and refuse to appreciate the written word, but it'd be
sad if you missed out on a really interesting book because you felt the need to
prove a point.
Finding a great book is especially challenging when you don't know what you're
looking for. Having a favorite genre or author helps to narrow things down,
although it's not always as helpful as you'd think. So how do some people do it find these great books and read them happily? Well, that's a complicated
question with a simple answer.
People read for different reasons - to lose themselves in a story, to learn about a
topic, to write better writing themselves. If you know why you read, you gain a
clue to what you might like to read. After that, it's a matter of narrowing down
genres. Fantasy - for those with imagination who are not easily spooked by lifethreatening odds and varying amounts of the impossible. Historical Fiction - for
those who take interest in people and events of the past. Dystopian/Sci-Fi - for
those looking for strange worlds with alien struggles. Realistic Fiction - for those
looking for struggles more suited to this realm of plausibility. Mystery - for those
looking to be pleasantly puzzled. Until the issue, when we will discuss genres!

UPDATE:

Fantasy:

Lost Cities, Six of Crows, The
Novice
Historical Fiction :

Where The Crawdads Sing,
Number the Stars,
Dystopian/Sci-Fi:

Legend, The Giver,
Divergent, Maze Runner
Realistic Fiction:

Out of My Mind, The Fault In
Our Stars, Five Feet Apart
Mystery:

Down the Rabbit Hole, Two
Can Keep A Secret

THE POETRY CONTEST WAS A TIE, AND
THE WINNERS WILL BE CONTACTED
WITHIN THE WEEK!

Teachers Of The Week
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Congratulations Mrs. Kirby for
being our 6th Grade Teacher
of the Week!

Congratulations Mrs. Mchugh
for being our 7th Grade Teacher
of the Week!
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Congratulations Mr.
Knaus for being our 8th
Grade Teacher of the
Week!

Want to nominate your favorite teacher? Email Mariana!
Mariana Gould
mgould26@troyschools.org

LARSON FREE PRESS
contact me at
ssaxena26@troyschools.org
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BOOK VS MOVIE
so which ones actually better?

harry potter

THE MOVIES

by saanvi saxena

These films are one of my favorite christmas movies of all time. they are reasonably faithful to the
novel, and the cast were excellent. Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, and Emma Watson all seemed to
be the same age as the characters they were portraying (barf the Percy Jackson movies). Alan
Rickman as Severus Snape was heartbreakingly realistic, Tom Felton as Draco Malfoy made us
laugh our socks off (tik tok ruined that but thats a whole different story:D) and Maggie Smith as
Minerva McGonagall was exactly they type of teacher hogwarts would have
It was incredible to see Hogwarts , Quidditch and Diagon Alley come to life. Everything from the
rooms to the wands were so articularly designed it felt, almost magical!Obviously there were many
faults such as peeves the poltergist NEVER made an appearence,apparentley SPEW(Hermiones
movement for the liberation of house elves) ceased to exist and the worst of them all the
“dumbeldore asked calmly,” was completely BOTCHED by the story line. overall the movies are
classics, however could they really compete with the books?

THE BOOKS

Reading allows me to escape reality. While reading Harry Potter, you get to travel to a new
world! Along with Harry, and many others, you’ll ride the Hogwarts Express, get Sorted into one
of the four Hogwarts Houses, attend classes such as Transfigurations and Potions, and meet tons
of new friends. Escaping to the wizarding world will allow you to experience the best adventure
of your life and the rich personalities that j.k rowling entwines into the writing is beautiful and
its not a gushy-over the top romance like twilight(no hate on bella and edward they’re
adorable:) The female characters are strong and smart, fighting voldemort and dark magic, not
to be belittled when facing men and always trying for wizard and witch betterment. Harry
potter books are magical and always will be a nostalgic read.

